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IN BSL INVENTORY NOT IN BSL INVENTORY 
1. 2. 5.* 
 
 
3. 4.   
CURVED OR BENT 
 
IN BSL INVENTORY NOT IN BSL INVENTORY 








10.    
FINGERS TOGETHER 
 







16.   
17. 18.   
19.     
FINGERS SPREAD 
 
IN BSL INVENTORY NOT IN BSL INVENTORY 
20. 
 
21.   






FINGERS EXTENDED FROM CLOSED FIST 
 









28. 29.   
30. 31.   
32. 33.    
34. 35.    
36. 37.   





40. 41.   
42.     
MISCELLANEOUS 






















Handshape also used by native BSL signers in the classifier elicitation task 
* Handshape used by only one participant on only one trial 
** Handshape used by only one participant, but on two or more trials 
 
 
